A reference frame in event space is a smooth field of orthonormal frames. Every reference frame is equipped by anholonomic coordinates. Using anholonomic coordinates allows to find out relative speed of 2 observers and appropriate Lorentz transformation.
Reference Frame
We can define the reference frame on event space V as 4 vector fields e (k) in event space and dual forms e (k) such that vector fields e (k) define an orthogonal frame at each point and e (k) (e (l) ) = δ (k) (l)
If we do not limit this definition of a reference frame by orthogonality we can introduce a coordinate reference frame (∂ i , ds i ) based on vector fields tangent to lines x i = const. Both reference frames are linked by relation
We can prove the existence of a reference frame using the orthogonolization procedure at every point of space time. From the same procedure we get that coordinates of frame smoothly depend on the point. The statement about the existence of a global reference frame follows from this.
A smooth field of time like vectors of each frame defines congruence of lines that are tangent to this field. We say that each line is a world line of an observer or a local reference frame. Therefore a reference frame is set of local reference frames.
We define the Lorentz transformation as transformation of a reference frame
where
We call the transformation a 
Anholonomic Coordinates
A vector field a has 2 types of coordinates: holonomic coordinates a i relative coordinate reference frame and anholonomic coordinates a (i) relative reference frame. These 2 forms of coordinates also hold the relation
We can study parallel transfer of vector fields using any form of coordinates. Because (1) is a linear transformation we expect that parallel transfer in anholonomic coordinates has the same presentation as in holonomic coordinates. Hence we write
Because Da k is also a tensor we get
Equation (2) shows some similarity between holonomic and anholonomic coordinates. We introduce symbol ∂ (k) for the derivative along vector field e (k)
Therefore when we move from holonomic coordinates to anholonomic, the connection also transforms the way similarly to when we move from one coordinate system to another. This leads us to the model of anholonomic coordinates.
The vector field e (k) generates lines defined by the differential equations
or the symbolic system ∂t
Keeping in mind the symbolic system (3) we denote the functional t as x (i) and call it the anholonomic coordinate. We call the regular coordinate holonomic.
From here we can find derivatives and get
The necessary and sufficient conditions of complete integrability of system (4) are
where we introduced anholonomity object ω (i) (k)(l) . Therefore each reference frame has n vector fields
For the same reason we introduce forms
l dx l and a differential of this form is
Therefore when ω
is not an exact differential and the system (4) in general cannot be integrated. However we can create a meaningful object that models the solution. We can study how function x
changes along different lines. Function x (i) is a natural parameter along a flow line of vector field e (i) . It is defined along any line. However, a change of function along a loop is
From now on we will not make a difference between holonomic and anholonomic coordinates. Also, we will denote b
Synchronization of Reference Frame
Because an observer uses an orthogonal frame for measurement at each point we can expect that he uses anholonomic coordinates as well. We also see that the time coordinate along a local reference frame is the observer's proper time. Because the reference frame consists of local reference frames, we expect that their proper times are synchronized.
We introduce the synchronization of reference frame as the anholonomic time coordinate.
Because synchronization is the anholonomic coordinate it introduces new physical phenomena that we should keep in mind when working with strong gravitational fields or making precise measurements. I describe one of these phenomena below.
Anholonomic Coordinates in Central Body Gravitational Field

Effect of Anholonomic Coordinates
We will study an observer orbiting around a central body. The results are only estimation and are good when eccentricity is near 0 because we study circular orbits. However, the main goal of this estimation is to show that we have a measurable effect of anholonomity. GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
We use the Schwarzschild metric of a central body
r g = 2Gm c 2 G is the gravitational constant, m is the mass of the central body, c is the speed of light.
Let us compare the measurements of 2 observers. The first observer fixed his position in the gravitational field
The second observer orbits the center of the field with constant speed
We choose a natural parameter for both observers.
The second observer starts his travel when s = 0 and finishes it when returning to the same spatial point. Because φ is a cyclic coordinate the second observer finishes his travel when φ = 2π. We have at this point
The value of the natural parameter for the first observer at this point is
The difference between their proper times is
We have a difference in centimeters. To get this difference in seconds we should divide both sides by c.
Now we get specific data. The mass of the Sun is 1.989 10 33g, the Earth orbits the Sun at a distance of 1.495985 10 13cm from its center during 365.257days. In this case we get ∆t = 0.155750625445089s
The mass of the Earth is 5.977 10 27g. The spaceship that orbits the Earth at a distance of 6.916 10 8cm from its center during 95.6mins has ∆t = 1.8318 10 −6s. The Moon orbits the Earth at a distance of 3.84 10 10cm from its center during 27.32days. In this case we get ∆t = 1.372 10 − 5s.
Lorentz Transformation in Orbital Direction
The reason for the time delay that we estimated above is in Lorentz transformation between stationary and orbiting observers. This means that we have rotation in plain (e (0) , e (2) ). The basis vectors for stationary observer are
We assume that for orbiting observer changes of φ and t are proportional and
Unit vector of speed in this case should be proportional to vector
The length of this vector is
We see in this expression very familiar pattern and expect that linear speed of orbiting observer is V = ωr. However we have to remember that we make measurement in gravitational field and coordinates are just tags to label points in spacetime. This means that we need a legal method to measure speed.
If an object moves from point (t, φ) to point (t + dt, φ + dφ) we need to measure spatial and time intervals between these points. We assume that in both points there are observers A and B. Observer A sends the same time light signal to B and ball that has angular speed ω. Whatever observer B receives, he sends light signal back to A.
When A receives first signal he can estimate distance to B. When A receives second signal he can estimate how long ball moved to B.
The time of travel of light in both directions is the same. Trajectory of light is determined by equation ds 2 = 0. In our case we have
When light returns back to observer A the change of t is dt = 2 r r − r g c −1 rdφ
The proper time of first observer is
Therefore spatial distance is L = rdφ When object moving with angular speed ω gets to B change of t is dφ ω . The proper time at this point is
Therefore the observer A measures speed
We can use speed V as parameter of Lorentz transformation. Then length (7) of vector (6) is
Therefore time ort of moving observer is
Spatial ort e 
We can express A from (8)
and substitute into (9)
Finally spatial ort in direction of movement is
Therefore we get transformation
If a stationary observer sends light in a radial direction, the orbiting observer observes Doppler shift
We need to add Doppler shift for gravitational field if the moving observer receives a radial wave that came from infinity. In this case the Doppler shift will take the form
We see the estimation for dynamics of star S2 that orbits Sgr A in tables 1 and 2. The tables are based on two different estimations for mass of Sgr A.
Difference between 2 measurements of wavelength in pericentre is 0.9Å Analyzing this data we can conclude that the use of Doppler shift can help improve estimation of the mass of Sgr A.
Lorentz Transformation in Radial Direction
We see that the Lorentz in orbital direction has familiar form. It is very interesting to see what form this transformation has for radial direction. We start from procedure of measurement speed and use coordinate speed v dr = vdt (11) The time of travel of light in both directions is the same. Trajectory of light is determined by equation ds 2 = 0.
When light returns back to observer A the change of t is
The proper time of observer A is
Therefore spatial distance is L = r r − r g dr When object moving with speed (11) gets to B change of t is 
Therefore time ort of moving observer is 
We can express A from (14)
and substitute into (15)
Conclusion
This paper shows importance of calculations in orthogonal frame. Coordinates that we use in event space are just labels and calculations that we make in coordinates may appear not reliable. For instance in papers [3, 4] authors determine coordinate speed of light. This leads to not reliable answer and as consequence of this to the difference of speed of light in different directions.
Few autors concider Einstein's idea about variability of speed of light [6] . However Einstein proposed this idea when supposed to create theory of gravity in Minkovsky space, therefore he assumed that scale of space and time does not change. When Einstein learned Riemann geometry he changed his mind and never returned to idea about variable speed of light. Scale of space and time and speed of light are corelated in present theory and we cannot change one without changing another.
There are few papers dedicated to a variable speed of light theory [5, 7] . Their theory is based on idea that metric tensor may be scaleable relative dilatation. This idea is not new. As soon as Einstein published his general relativity Weyl introduced his idea to make theory invariant relative conformal transformation. However Einstein was firmly opposed to this idea because it broke dependence between distance and proper time. You can find detailed analysis in [8] .
We have strong relation between the speed of light and units of length and time in special and general relativity. When we develop new theory and discover that speed of light is different we should ask ourselves about the reason. Did we make accurate measurement? Do we have alternative way to exchange information and synchronize reference frame? Did transformations between reference frames change and do they create group?
In some models photon may have small rest mass [9] . In this case speed of light is different from maximal speed nd may depend on direction. Recent experiment [10] put limitation on parameters of this model.
